On the Sand

1) Where were Biff and Chip? - page 1
   □ at school  □ at the beach
   □ at the park  □ at home

2) What did Dad do? - page 2
   □ he went swimming  □ he went shopping
   □ he went home  □ he went to sleep

2) What did Biff and Chip put on top of the sandcastle? - page 5
   □ a flag  □ a hat
   □ a shell  □ a boat

   □ the go-karts  □ the boat
   □ the people  □ the sailor
   □ the donkeys  □ the balloons

4) What did Biff and Chip think when they saw the hat?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Draw a picture of the children at the beach: